
Using Facebook for leads!  GREAT for after hours booking!!!  
 
Here is the private FB message Senior Sales Director Jen 
Huston sends to her friends first:  
 
I’m working toward a really huge promotion in my business with Mary 
Kay (my first Pink Cadillac) and have been challenged to get the opinion 
of 60 new women in the next two weeks. Would it be okay with you if I 
message a few women on your FB page to offer them a complimentary 
facial to help me with my goal?  
Thanks either way : ) 
XO Jen 
 
Once they say ok I look at their location of course of the 
people and private message their friends this--- 
 
Hi Amanda! 
You probably don't know me, but Brittany (Zivic) suggested I message 
you! I'm a sales director with Mary Kay and I'm really excited! My unit 
and I have a HUGE goal + We are earning our very first PINK 
CADILLAC! (we will be the youngest unit in the area to do so) In order 
to reach our goal, I need to give a healthy skin care session to 60 new 
'faces' in the next 30 days! Could I borrow your face for an hour? 
You'll receive a gift certificate for helping and I promise to give it 
back better than I found it : ) Thanks!! 
Jen 
 
When they say yes: 
Awesome !! Thank u so much-- when is a good time to call with details 
this afternoon or is this evening better ? 
 
I don't ask for number because when I ask that they usually 
respond with-- tonight and my # is lol 
 



Then I book them like normal-- like what's better weeknight 
weekend.. Etc and then turn into a party :) Most of them already 
offer to find girlfriends to join to help with my goal 
before I even talk to them on the phone! 
 
**And anyone that is new and doesn't have leads can use the 
same script but just change it to they are helping their 
unit become the youngest Cadillac unit in their area or they 
are new and earning their first ___  :)** 
 
The key is 1) having a SLAMMING profile pic with your face 
so they know you're a real person, 2) saying this goal is 
the FIRST of something (like first youngest caddy area or 
first 50 faces challenge) Find something to be the FIRST in 
or doing for the first time. People like to support firsts  
3) choosing QUALITY Facebook people/profiles.  For example- 
If you can see that they are complainers or mean to the 
public by their Facebook posts, pass.  They should be 
smiling in their pics! and 4) sending to at least 50 minimum 
of your friends .. Usually about 10 from that say yes.. Then 
I ask at least 100 each of their friends and usually 10 book 
from each.. Just gotta work with big numbers.  Most ppl have 
500+ friends.  I stalk their list and seek out the super 
sharp ones that look over 25.  It's a funny process all in 
your pjs :). I have more people lined up than I can book!! 
 
It's like a treasure hunt for amazing people  :)  Happy days 
ahead! 
 
 


